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Front-page News

Some events of the day
Marcialonga Running
Three sports, one passion

Fireworks’ show
Appointments and events scheduled during the
Assumption week

"Far ridere è una cosa seria"
Comedy Show

Zona 10-14

Passepartout

Vigo - Vallonga - Tamion

Ores and fossils

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

Leave the centre of Vigo heading for Costalunga
until you reach the bridge on the stream Ruf de
Val. Turn into Strada de Pontac, which follows
the bank of the torrent. Go up the non-asphalt
road until you find a crossing. Keep to the left,
go past the revolving gate and cross the footbridge over the stream a few metres uphill. A
beautiful section of the panoramic path leads into
a small valley where the outdoor training path
begins. Continue on that road: at first it goes
slightly uphill, then it evens up again and you will
eventually reach an area equipped with benches,
tables and a playground for children. Go to the
other side of the clearing and climb down to the
left along the Vael forest road, follow the trees
surrounding the meadows until it meets an even
road leading to Vallonga. Head for the village. Go
up to the little church dedicated to San Giovanni

The picking up of ores within the Province of
Trento is controlled by regulation L.P. n°
37/1983 which aims at preserving the
mineralogical, paleontological, paleethnological
and Karsic heritage of the region of the Trentino
and of the Val di Fassa as well.

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...

See also:
Workshops for children and adults Entertainment for guests
Regulation:
According to the official regulation ores are
considered as homogeneous bodies inside the
rocks, originated by inorganic processes and
with specific chemical, physical and
crystallographical features, while fossils are
rests and traces of animal and vegetal

To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

25/08/2014 (At 5.00 p.m.)
Workshop introducing geology to
adults
Vigo di Fassa

02/09/2014 (At 9.00 a.m.)
Moena - Climbing’s approaching
course for children (7 - 14 years)
Moena
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